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Set in an industrial area along the Christiana River, at West Street, the Harlan and 
Hollingsworth Office Building is a three-story, detached, rectangular building with 
two small rear wings. The building is faced with brick, laid in flemish bond. The 
modillion cornice is made of molded copper-over wooden supports. The facade is stepped 
up to the center point where "Harlan and Hollingsworth" is inscribed in a granite block 
in the central parapet. Centered on the facade is the main entry with classical 
pediment and stone pillars. Two large, decorated copper-faced bay windows project 
from each face of the right corner of the second story. The other windows in the 
building are very large multi-paned casement windows with moveable panels. This great 
an expanse of glass on the facade is unusual for an industrial building in Wilmington.

Double doors with decorative iron grill work lead into the first-floor foyer; marble 
covers the bottom of the walls and the floor. The central reception hallway has 
marble,, chip flooring with black and ^hite ceramic tile edges. The central grand 
staircase is iron with decorative balusters and a wooden handrail. The newel posts 
support large brass globes.

The first floor, presently laboratories for Gates Engineering Company, has been 
somewhat altered, mostly by painting over the fine dark wooden trim, and filling 
in most of the glass window panels of the office partitions. The first floor is 
divided into two sections by the front hall and stairway. The rear wing of the 
first floor contains three walls of ceiling-high wooden cabinets containing cubbyholes 
for drafting supplies. Several of the cabinets have four-panel doors, some of which 
have been removed from the hinges, but are still stored in the room. A wooden molded 
cornice runs along the tceiling at. the top of the cabinets. l

The second floor,' presently used as offices for N.L. Industries, retains more of its 
original character than the first floor. The dark wood trim and doors, and some of 
the glass partition panels, still remain. A stained wooden chair rail and baseboard 
run through the hallway, and most of the offices. Window sills in the offices are 
shelf*width, at the same height as the chair rail. The northwest corner office, 
formerly the president's office, retains its parquet floor, wooden recessed- 
panelled wainscoting, two large windows, wooden ceiling cornice, and built-in 
wall cabinet units. The original Harlan and Hollingsworth Corporation safe still 
remains in the wall of the rear wing.

The third floor is presently vacant, except for stored furniture, and in several 
places the roof leaks. It is a large, open-plan room with a small, glass-enclosed, 
wood-panelled office in the front corner, and a lavatory in the rear corner. There 
are two triangular, north-facing skylights with covered glass running the length 
of the room. The flooring is wood, and the walls are piaster and lath. The original 
Harlan and Hollingsworth Corporation safe remains here, as on the second floor.

The building was once part of a large industrial complex, some structures of which 
still remain today, in a very altered state. With the change in industrial use, the 
original complex has been split up among many owners and most of the Harlan and 
Hollingsworth buildings are either gone or unrecognizable for what they were. The 
office building is the one remaining structure still retaining much of its original 
character and, as such, must be the sole representative of the once-great company.
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The largest industrial company in Wilmington in the late-19th-century, Harlan and 
Hollingsworth was the oldest and one of the most significant shipbuilding firms in the 
United States. It was also very important as a national leader in the production of 
high-quality railway passenger cars during this period. Although the existing buildings 
give little evidence of the company's history, the early-2Oth-century office building 
survives as a fine example of Georgian-Revival architecture to represent the once-famous 
company.

In 1836, machinists Mahlon Betts, Samuel Pusey, Samuel Harlan and Elijah Hollingsworth 
started the first company in Wilmington to produce passenger railway cars. It was also 
the first company in Wilmington to build iron ships, beginning this endeavor in 1843. 
Becoming Harlan and Hollingsworth in 1849, the company was nationally-known by 1876 
expanding over more than 40 acres along the Christina River. It included about 60 
buildings which produced high-quality railway cars, iron-haulled steamers, steam engine-s, 
and boilers.

During its history, Harlan and Hollingsworth was the first,company to produce many 
different types of ships. Among them, perhaps the most famous are the Bangor , America's 
first ocean-going, steam-propelled iron vessel launched in 1844, and Mischief, the first 
iron-hull sailboat to win the America's Cup in 1881,

In the last years of the 19th century, the company was vexted by workers' strikes, 
accelerated steel prices, Navy contract difficulties, and restraints placed on the 
company to build ships only in proportion to the Christina River. By August 1902, 
Harlan and Hollingsworth was sold to the United States Shipbuilding Company, and 
then to Bethlehem Shipbuilding Company on December 10, 1904. Charles M. Schwab, the 
famous steel magnate, organized the U.S. Shipbuilding Company and then he headed the 
Bethlehem Steel Company. He established the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Company as an 
affiliated, yet independent, part of the parent company. The new company continued 
the Harlan and Hollingsworth tradition of manufacturing railway cars and ships. 
Following World War I, the shipyards were closed due to the lack of necessity for 
war vessels, and the production of railway cars ceased in 1939 when alternative 
methods of transportation became increasingly popular. Defense contracts during 
World War II prevented the company from collapsing but, by 1950, financial difficulties 
caused Harlan and Hollingsworth to end its operations after producing steel barrels 
from about 1945 to 1949.

Although most of the major buildings of Harlan and Hollingsworth are still standing, 
they have been severely altered. The most outstanding structure is the office building 
which once housed the office of Charles Schwab.
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During the depression, the office building became a dormitory for transient persons. 
Called the U.S. Transient Bureau, it served as a shelter for people wandering from city 
to city seeking work.

Today, the structure once again serves as an office building. Although the interior 
of the building has been altered, the exterior remains intact. It is like no other 
office building in Wilmington. The large expanses of multi-paned glass windows, the 
Tuscan portico, the 2nd-story bay windows on the northwest corner, and the copper 
modillion cornice are quite unusual to the architecture of Wilmington 1 s office buildings.

The demise of Harlan and Hollingsworth ended an important era in Wilmington's industrial 
development; however, the office building remains the best representative of this period 
in Wilmington's history.
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